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Let 2* her the set of n-tuples of O’s and l’s, partially ordered componentwise. A characteriza- 
tiou is given of the possible decompositions of arbitrary s&sets of 2” as disjoint unions of sets 
which are convex in this ordering; this result is used to obtain a decomposition theorem for 
Boolean functions in terms of monotone functions. The second half of the paper con,,.ins 
applications to recursion theory; in particular, canonical forms fcr certain minimum-norm 
bounded-truth-table reductions are obtained. 
1. xntroductlon 
Let 2” denote the set of all n-tuples of O’s and l’s, partially ordered com- 
ponentwise. In this paper we characterize (in terms of their characterktic func- 
tions) the subsets of 2” which are convex in this ordering, and describe the 
possible decompositions of arbitrary subsets as unions of convex sets. These 
results are then used to prove a decomposition theorem for Boolean functions in 
terms of monotone functions. A related theorem was proved by Gilbert 
[2, Theorem 63 who pointed out that it was not especially helpful for minimizing 
negations. It may be expected to be useful, however, in a context where 
monotone Boolean functions are basic in some sense. This is the case In the 
bounded-truth-table reducibility of recursion theory; in the second half of the 
paper th\: decomposition theorem will be applied to obtain a canonical form for 
‘%hortecUt” bounded-truth-table reductions. 
2. Notation and terminology 
If b is a mapping from (1,. . . , n) to (0, I), b(i) will be denoted as b, and 
(b,, . . . y b,) as b; 2” then denotes the set of al’l such 6’s. 6 is defined by & = 1 - bi, 
l=GSn. If a i=O and bi=l for O<~SFI vje denote a by 0 and h by I. 2” is 
partially ordered in the usual way by defirmmg IL c b iff ai s Ai Cur 0 < i =Z n.. A 
Boolean function f mapping 2” to IO, I) is calkd increasing if Q s I) implies 
f(a)S (b), decreasing if a S A implies f(a) 3 f(b). Boolean forms in the variables 
x I,*‘*, x, will in general be identified wit,1 thz Boolean functior.s thq deternk~e. 
5, 
A subset of 2” is c0tiue.c with respect to the partial ordering of 2” if Q, 6 E S and 
a 0 c S b implies 4: E S, for Ml QL, #, Cf Zn. kr this section QX characterize the 
convex subsets of Z!” (‘Theorem 3.3) ,and describe the possible decompositions of 
arbitrary subsets of 2” ‘Into unions of c - ts (‘Theorem 3.9). We shall require 
the following tw$> lemmas: 
Proof. By induction on WL The argument is analogous to that used in 
[I, Proposition 11 to prove, a related theorem conc:erning unions of diflFerences of 
sets; we include it here for completeness. For m = 1, suppose f = g,g, where g,, g, 
ax increasing. Let ft = gl and f2 = g, g2; then f 1, f2 are increasing, f 1 z= f2 and 
f = f&. Far m = 2, suppose f = g, & + g& where gl, g2, g3, g4 are increasing. By 
the case WI = I we may assume g, > g. and g3 a g,. Let 
fl = g1+g3, f2= gz+g4+g1g3, 
f3= grg\, f4 = g2g4. 
Then fl, fz, f3., f4 are increasing, fl 2 fi 3 f3 2 f4 and ws, note for inter 1 use that 
fi-’ 84; ii is now easily verified that f& = ;;&g, + g,g3s4 and f3f4 = 
g&g3+ g&h ~0 that flfc2+f3f4= g&+ g3g4 = f. 
NOW assume the lemma holds for nz and let f = CzT' g*i_1g*i where 
g,, ' * * , g2m+2 are increasing. 
By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that g, B g4 2 . l l a g2,n+2, AS in 
the case m = 2, replace g,, g,, g,, i;4 by increasing functions f I, f g, f 4, fi satisfying 
f:~/;“f~~f~ and 
m+l 
f=ft'E+Efi+ C g2i-lg2i* 
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Let 
Then g s f$+ g, since g5q@-* 3 g2,,,+2; but f; a f; and, as noted above, 
f; 3 g, 2 g, and hence gsfi. By the induction hypothesis, there are increasing 
functions gi, . . . , g&,,+2 satisfying gi >, gi 2 . . . 2 g;m+2 such that 
CE;’ gii-‘* gin 
g - 
lLet fi =fi for i = I,2 and fi=gifS for 3~i~2m+2. Then 
f l l *? f 2m-e2 are 
$L:’ f2i-1 fzi; hence 
increasing, fl 2 f2 > l - l df2m+2, and g 4 {; implies g = 
m+l 
f=fiT’z+g= C fzi-lf2i 
i-1 
which comp!etes the induction. 
Lemma 3.2. FUF each Q E 2”, let a+ denote the prorlltct of ~11 the variables Xi such 
that ai = 1 and a- the sum of all the variables Xi such that ai = 0, 1 G is n. (By the 
usual convention, a+ = 1 if a = 0 and a- = 0 if a = 1.) Then for all a, b E 2”, 
(a) a+ is an increasing function # 0; 
(b) b- is an increasing function # 1; 
(c) a<b++a’(b)=lc-,b-(a)=O. 
Proof. 1~ is clear that a’ # 0 ;and b- # 1; that they are increasing functions follows 
from the well-known characte+ation of increasing functions as the sums of 
products of the variables Xi (&en, e.g., in [3, Theorem 5, p. 1391). For (c), note 
that 
a s b ++ (Vi) ,,i<,,(ai = 1 * bi = 1) 
- a’(b) = 1 
and 
The convex subsets of 2” ca31? rrow be characterized as follows: 
Pmof. (a) + (b): Assume S is convex. 1[f S = $9, then m = 0 and U rLI = $9 ,-- S. If 
SZ 0 then since every ekmeat of: S lies between a minimal and a maximal 
Clemens, 
SG U U {a: @js4fbj*}a 
j-li-1 
The converse inclusion follows from the convexity of S. 
(b) -+ (c)): Assume 
#dq 
S = U U {a : aj S a S b,). 
j=l i==l 
Tf vur=O, then S=P, and C5 =fg for f=‘3, g=l. If rro>O, then 
a E S f, [(3 j)l~j~,af(a) = l] aald 
(V) I~j~,[a~(a)=ov(3i),,i~Mi~~(Q)c 01 
- f(a) = I. and g(a) = 0. 
Hence C, = f& 
(c) + (a): Assume Cs - f&j where f, g are increasing functions. Then 
Suppose IL s c s 6 whe 1 e a, 6 E S; then f(a) - 1 ;ind g(b) = 0. Moreover, since f, g 
are increasing functions,, f(a) = 1 znplies f(c) = I ant*: g(b) = 0 implies g(c) = 0, so 
that c E S; ht nce S is convex. 
To prove ((I), assume C, = fg whe re f, g iire kcreasing func,“ions. We note first 
the following easily verified facts: (i) S is ,:onvex l + s’ is convex; (ii) f is 
increasing ++ f” is increasing; (iii) ‘_ls = fe c+ Cs =: g”p = gDTD. 
Cd,) It is clear that S=$I+&=Oc*f~g. 
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(d2) If 0 E S then fg(O! = 1; hence f(O) = 1 and g(O) = 1, which implies f = 1 and 
gf 1. conversely, suppose f= 1 and g7” 1. Then C, = g# 0; hence for some 
(1 E 2” g(u) = @, which implies g(0) = 0 and 0 s S. 
(d,) As noted above, s’ is convex and C,- = 6;“fD; hence by (d,), 1 E S ++ OE 
se+ gD =l andfD#l*g=O and f+O. 
(d4) If S = 2” then OE S and 1 E S; hence by (d2) and (d3), f = 1 and g = 0. The 
converse is obvious. 
(d,) SupposeO~Sandl~S.IfS=~thenby(d,),f~g.IfS#8)thenf#O,g#l 
and hence by (d2), 0 # S implies f# 1 and by (d3), 14 S implies g# 0. Conversely, 
if fs g then by (d,), S = 8; if f# 0 or 1 and gf 0 or 1 then by (d;) and (d3), O$ S 
and 14 S. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
CotoDary 3.4. S is a convex subset of 2” containing 1 if and only if Cs is a 
non -zero increasing function. 
Proof. Assume S is convex and 1~ S. Then by Theorem 3.3 (c) and (d3), Cs = fg 
where f is increasing, f # 0 and g = 0; hence C, = f# 0. Conversely, if C5 = f # 0 is 
increasing then C, = f l c which by Theorem 3.3 implies S is convex and 1 E S. 
Corollug 3.5. S is a convex subset of 2” containing 0 if and only if Cs is a 
non-zero decreasing function. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4, since OE S ++ 1 E s - Cg = g is increasing and f 0 c* 
& = 9” where gD is decreasing and f 0. 
C~rolky 3.6. Let S be a subset of 2” such that S# (a cznd !b 0. Then S is a conuex 
set containing 0 if and only if s is a convex set containing i. 
&oof. By Corollary 3.4 and 3 5, S is convex, 0 E S and s # 9 - Cs == g where g is 
increasing and # 0, 1~ C, = g is increa: ing and # 9, 1 - 5 is con vex, 1 E s’ and 
S#@ 
Co~olky 3.7. S is a non-empty convex whet of 2” not containing 0 or 1 if a?& 
only if 3 is not convex but there exist disjoint convex sets So, S, such that OE S,), 
ledI and g=S,US,. 
Proof. Assume S is convex, S # $9, 0 # S, 14 S. By Theorem 3.3, (3s = f g where f’, g 
are increasing, f#O or 1 and g# 0 or 1. Then Ce = f+ g = f+ fg; hence ? = 
L&J S1 if So = (a : f(a) = 1) and S, = (a : fg(a ! = l!, and SC,, S, are clearly disjoint. 
By Corollary 3.5, C’S, = f implies S,, is convex and 0 E S,; and by Corollary 3.4, 
Cs, = fg implies S, is convex and 1 E S,. Final!y, 0 E s and I E s implies 3 is not 
convex since S# 8. Conversely, assume there i:xist disjoint c’onvex sets S,,, S1 swl~ 
that OE SOY 1 E S, and 3 = S,U S,, but s is not convex, Then in particular s P ‘E” 
Then each Ti k ionvex by Theorem 3.3, and _& * gk 2 l v l >fm 3 g, implies 
TinTi=@ if ifj; clearly S= U:;l Tip \r/hich proves (8). U OE S, we may assume 
witbout loss of generality that 0 E S,; then by Theorem 3.3(d), Cs, = f& implies 
fi = E, so that T1 = $9 and hence S = U E%’ Ti; the second half of (b) follows by 
ccnsidering s, since $ = 3 is a disjoint union of m convex sets c) 3 is a disjoint 
uk;ion of m convex sets. For (c), suppose 0 E S and X E S; we may again assume 
that OE S1 and hlonce f1 = 1 and I; = 8. If 1 E S1 also then since S, is convex, 
&=S=Z” and &=$k If l$Sz we may assume lE;S, where pn>l so that g,=O, 
T m+l=PJ and S= UE7 T; 
sets, which proves (c): 
in either case, Z? is a disjoint union of m - 1 convex 
We can now completely characterize arbitrary subsets of it” as disjoint unions 
of convex sets, as follows. 
Theorem 3.9. Let S be any subset of 2”. Then 
(a) if neither of 0,l are in S then for some m, 0 6 m S&Z], S is a disjoint union 
of m convex sets and ?? is a disjoint union of m -t i convex sets; 
(b) if exactly one of O,1 is in S then for some m, 0 6 m G [&n - I)], S and s are 
each a disjoint union of wz + 1 convex sets. 
(cl if both oj 0,l are in S the): for some m, 0~ m s [$n], S is a disjoint union of 
m + 1. ~owex sets and 3 is a disjoint union of yn convex sets. 
Proof, For each a ~2” let the weight w(a) bc: &fin& by 
k!(U) = [{i < n : ci = 111. 
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Si={UES:W(U)=2i+l or 2i+2), O;Gis[+n]. 
Clearly Si n Sj =r fs if i # j; moreover, each Si is convex ._ mce for la, b E 4, a < 6 
only if 6 is an immediate successor cf a in the partial ordering of 2” and hence 
Q: CC < Ib viciously implies c E Si. If 14 S, then S = LJ p$’ Si ; hence S is a 
disjoint union of m convex sets for some m, 0 s m < [$ n] and, by Corollary 3.8(a), 
s is a disjoint union of m + 1 sets, which proves (a). Part (cl follows by 
interchanging S and !?. If 1~ S then if 12 is even, S =L U $..A-’ Si and if n is odd, 
S = Uy$ Si; in either case S is a disjoint union of m + I sonvex sets for some 
m, 0~ m G s(n - 1)] and by Corollary 3.8(b) so is $. This proves half of (b); the 
second half follows by interchanging S and g. 
The following Proposition shows that the bounds in Theorem 3.9 are best 
possible. 
Ptqosition 3.10. Let 8, = (a E 2” : w(a) is odd). Then 
(a) if n is even, B, is a disjoint union of m convex sets or 6, is a disjoint union of’ 
m + 1 convex sets if and only if m 2 [in]. 
(b) if n is odd, B, or fi,, is I: disjokt union of m + 1 convex sets if anii only if 
ma[$(n-l)]. 
Proof. The “if” part follows from Theorem 3.9 (adding empty sets if necessary). 
NOW assume B, ia a union of m convex sets S1, . . . , S,. Since each Si z B,, all 
elements of Si have odd weight; hence since Si is convex, all elements of Si must 
have the same weight. 
It follows that there are at least as many Si’s as there are weights of elements of 
B, ; hence m 2 g n]. Similarly &, = U rLO Si where Si is convex, 0 s i s m, implies 
m + 12 1 +[$n]. Part (b) is proved similarly. 
4. Dewmposition of Booiwn functions 
We now apply the results of the previous section to show that uery Rooleal; 
function of fi variables can be decomposed as a monotone function of at Trust rz 
monotone functions. Subsequent to proving this theorem, we found that an 
essentially equivalent result ha& been proved hy Gilbert by a different method in 
[2, Theorem 6-j. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 1(x1,. . . , x,, ) he L~t~v uo~, -con.wn t Roolecctz functiorz. Thm 
(a) f(1) = 1 ar:d f(0) = 0 if nnd only “if there exist some m, 0 S rn s [SC r2 - l)], und 
non-constant increasing functions gl, . . , gzn, +, such thllt 
(d) f (1) = I crnd f [a) = ? if and only if a B 2 and there exist some m, 1 s m G &z] 
and non-constant increasing functions g,, . . . ) g2, wck that 
f=g2m-I - + g2m + mcl g2*-1 g2i* 
i=l 
fnrrsf. The “if” pwt $oWWs tri*aUy from the fact that if g is .a noxwonstant 
increasin& fun&tin, g(@)4J and g(l) = 1. For the other direction, let S = 
{a: : f (a) = 1). If f (1) = 1 and f (@) = 0 then .by Theorem 3.9(.b), there exist m, 0 G 
wr’~[&-l)] and disjoint-convpx~seti S1, . . . , Sm+l such*that.S =c;“9”1l SP Let 111 
be such that each SiriS 0; We may assume &E Snltl. Then by Theox;;r, 3 %c! 2nd 
(d) there are increasing functions g,, . . . , g2,r,+l such that Cs, = g21--1g2i for 
lsisrn and CSncl= g2,+1; andsince l#-$ for i~rn aad O$S&8for ism+l, 
the gi.‘s are non-coastant. Hence 
g2i-1 g2is 
i==l i=l 
which proves (a). Ilf f(o) = 0 and f (1) =:! then f ,non-constant implies n 2 2 and 
S-it $8; hence by Theorem 3.9(a) there are :jisjoint non-empty convex sets 
S l,...,.Sli;rr~~~~‘~DnbsuchthatS=U~l S,, Skce none of the Si’s wnkain 0 or 
1, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that there are non-constan; increasing functions 
g1, . . l , g2, swh that 
f=&= c g2i-1 g2i3 
i=P 
tvhich proves (b). Par% (c) and (d) now follow ?=:-J applying (a) and (b) to fl and 
t)len invoking Lemma 3.1. 
‘Theorem 4.1 may be expected to have useful ap@ations in any context where 
onotone increa okan fu&tions are “basic” in some sense; one such 
~0~~~~~~ is b ~~~~e -t;tble re~~~l~~bi~ity in re:cu~ siow trneory. Bn this section we 
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obtain a canonical form for &or&t bounded trutLtable redknctions in certain 
cases (Theorem 5.4). 
The recursion-theorc:tic terminology and notation will be that of [8]; in par ticu- 
lar N denotes the natural numbers. If A, B EN, /i denotes the complement of A,, 
and AU3 tk -a  “cursive Cartesian product with recursive inverse functions; by 
iteration we call recursively decompose x E N as x = (x,, . . . , x,) for each n > @. K 
denotes the colmplete recursively enumerable (r.e.) set; (i.e., K = {x :x is accepted 
by Turing machine x}.) B srn A denotes many-one reducibility and B +A Turing 
reducibility. B sbtt A denotes bounded truth-table reducibility; i.e., the existence 
of a recursive function Q, and some na > 0 such that for each X, 
(a) Q(x) = (ty,, l l l 9 yk),fx) where O<ksm, yl,...,yk~N and fX is a 
,code for a) k-ary Boolean function; and 
(b) x E k f+ frG(yl)r . . . > C,&,)) = 1. m is called the norm of the reduction. 
As pointed out in [8], bounded truth-tablet reducibility is not affected (except in 
trivial cases) bsy requiring that the number k and the Boolean function fX be the 
same for all x (although the no17n of the po:;sible reductions may be affected). We 
call these fixecl reductions, and will assume below that all btt-reductions are fixed. 
If Q is such a reduction, we will use fV (or -;unply f, if the context is unambiguous) 
to denote the corresponding Boolean function. We will further restrict the 
b&reduction Q by requiring that f,,, be no;]-constant. It is evident that the only 
reductions lost by this restriction are of the form B sbtt A where B is recursive; 
and in that case we shall say by convention that B dbtt A with nclrm 0. In addition 
we shall always assume that A is non-trivial, i.e., A # $J or N. 
In order to m&e use of the decomposition theorem of the previous section, it is 
necessary to .place restrictions 82 the set A which will allow the “collapsing” of 
conjunctions and disjunctions in truth-table conditions. In [6], a sOyt A is called a 
!I- qhder if A x A <,A. and 2 x A “,A. The name is justified by the, following 
lemma, whose easy proof is left to the reader: 
Lemma 3.1. If A x A smA, A x A s,+& and g(xl, . . . , x,) is any non-constant 
increasing Boolean function, then there is an n-ary recursive function $ such that 
gG(y 1)9 l l l 9 C,(y,N - 1* Qwl, * * l 9 Y& A. 
In the terminology of [6] it follows that if A X A srn A and A Y A +., A then 
whenever I3 =Sbtt A with a “positive” truth table, B s,A; hence the Ilame 
p-cylinder. ilns an example, note that ii: x K is r.e. and I? X K is co-r.e., SO that 
K x K+,.,K and K xl? s,,$, hence K is a p-cylinder. 
Y fe now introduce sets which will be shown to be “complete” with r~spe:ct to 
btt-reductioll5. Ii x EN and x 
(T;(x) = I{i : 4 E A)l, 
A,, = {x : at(x) is 
- ;A,. . . . , x,,), n *> 0, let 
odd), 
ICi: gjw = 111 is odd M (3) *=3~ktg2i-l ld = I: and gzi(U) = 0). 
Then . 
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where $1 is related to gj as in Lemma 5.1; hence if +!J(J)= 
?Et'l@q~~nm 5.4c Assume A is a p-cylinder. Then I3 has A-order n if and only if 
I3 a,A with mi~rimum nor111 n; and in that case, all reductions q of minimum 
none, satisfy & (0) # f,(l) if nis odd and f,(9) = fip (1) if n is euen (and n > O>. 
RQ&. Assume the hypothesis. If B has A-order n, then I? G,.,, A,, or B smAA, 
and hence by Lemma 5.2, I3 sbtt A, with norm n. If B sbtt A with norm n’< n then 
by Lemma 5.3 either B or fi s,.,., AnW where n” G n’c n; hence by Lemma 5.2(a) 
I3 s,,, A,_, or B SmA,+ contrary to hypothesis. Hence Q is the minimum norm. 
Conversely, suppose B Gbtt A with minimum norm n. If n = 0 then B cmAo and 
hence has order 0. If n > 0, then by Lemma 5.3 and 5.2(a), B or B srnA,# for 
some n ‘G n and hence B <“,A,, or A,; while by Lemma 5.2(b) if B +,.,A,_1 or 
A,+ then B< -bttA with norm n - 1, which contradicts the minimality of n. Hence 
I3 has A-order n. 
Now let Q be a reduction of minimum norm n > 0, and let f denote fq. Suppose 
n is odd; if f(1) = f(0) then either f(1) = f(0) = 0 or f(Z) = f(O) = 0. It then follows 
from Lemma 5.3(a) that B or B smAzk for some k s [$n] and hence B has 
A-or&r Cn, contradicting the minimality of n. Hence f(1) + f(0) if n is odd and it 
is shown similarly that f(1) == f(0) if n is even, n > 0. 
One may ask whether it is possible to strengthen Theorem 5.4 by specifying the 
actual values of f+, (0) and f‘,, (1) for reductions cp of minimum norm. That this is 
not possible is seen by the following example. 
Lemma 53. Let KCi3z denote the recursive join of K and I?; i.e., K@K = 
{x:(x=2) and y~K1or (x=2y+l and y&j). Then 
(a) K@KG,K@K; 
(b) K@& bt$ with minimum fixed norm 2. 
Proof. For (a), let cll be the recursive function Jefined by 
(w(X) = 
x + 1 if x is even, 
2[$x] if x is odd. 
It is then easily verified that x E K@ I? ~j~n(x)q! KG% For ib), note first that 
aC@ i’ = C, - C, where 
C1={x:x-2y-t 1 or [&+M}, 
C2 =(x : ..Y = 2~ + 1 and I&x]E K) 
are both r*e. ?-Pmce, if c, Srn # via re@UISiVe funCtion§ pi, i .= I, 2, then 
K@& mE X E via the recursive function y(x) = (fin(x), &(x)). Now K X R CbrtK 
,tia the r&dui;tiqn q&) = ((x1, x2), fo) Mire fo is the Boslean fun&on satisfying 
fo(S~:) = 1, i2 and ;z t&y if u = (I, 0). It fobws that K $ E sbrt K via q$ = 
(((T(x))19 (r(x)) )= f2 ) a), where fo(G) = f*(I) g= 0. Hexxe KQ# $JC wiih norm 2. 
Suppose the n;inimirm (fixed) norm ~2. Ht cannt3t be 0 since K, I? srn K@ I? and 
hq :e K@ 8? is not recursive. If it, is I, then .by Theorem 5.4, K $ I? has K-order 
1 ard hence &X&I? S,K or KfB e 5J?, Iwhich implies f? S, K or K em R which 
is false, Hence 2 is the minimum fixed norm. (The word “fked” is emphasized 
here kecaus: in this case the tlorm can be. reducecl to 1 by .removing the restriction 
that in the ~~Iuction q(x) = (y, jc), the Boolean function I, be the same for all x ; 
clearly KG. Z. Ghtt K via q(x) = ([ix], fX) where fr is the identity if x is even and fT 
is the ident1r.y if x is odd.) 
It folows f’rom Lemma 5.5(b) ~UIC% Theorem 5~4 that if cp is a btt-reductk of 
K @ g to K of xlorm 2 tbn fp(4k) == &[I), We NW show- that here are SU& 
btt-reductions 9 for which f,(O) = f.+(l) = 0 and gthers for which f,(O) = f,(I) = I.. 
‘T%e b&reduction cpi = (((y(x)),, (y(x if_-\ f ) *’ . , o t;wn in the proof of Lemma 5.5(b) 
satkfis~ fo(o) = ftlfl) = 0. Now cpg =([(y(~))~~ (y(x)& fo) is a btt-reduction of 
K@g to K of norm 2. Combining this with Lemma 5.5(a) then gives the desired 
reduction. More precisely, if a! is as in th% proof of Lemma 5.5(a), then 
&I = (((3”1(-% (Ya NM, 70) is a btt reductior, of K@ E to K of norm 2 fear 
w&h f*(O) = f,(I) = 1. This construction evidently depends on the symmetry of 
K@ K and its complement. If the sets B, @ are very asymmetric one might expect 
to strengthen tke information yielded by Theorem 5.4 about btt-reductions of 
minimum ~~oran. It will be shown in tPle next section that this is the case when 
B sh.tt K and B is an index set. 
I&f uYx~x ‘i’ be a standard indexing of all r.e. sets; if 95’ is a class cf r.e. sets, the 
in&x set 8% ;-rf Ce is {x : W, E ‘?I. We may set A = K in the results 0“ the previous 
section since- X is evidently a p-qlinder. In the case where 13% stbtt ,ri: much more 
.rT?ation can then be obtained about btt-re uctions of minimum 
hLx:7 6.2 ;rr.d 6.4)_ We shah require the fs!lowi g results from [4]: 
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section are denoted in [4] by Zzn, &+ 1 respectivsly.) Part (c’ is Theorem 3(g) of 
PI . 
Thre following information can now be added to that yielded by Theorem 5.4: 
Thenrem &2. Assume 8% sbbtt K with minimum norm n z== 0, and let (ji}i30 be the 
set cf’lholean functions f, detsmined by all possible cp of norm n which reduce 0% 
to K. The following colcditions are then equivalent: 
(a) f,(O) = 0 for eucry i; 
(b) f,(O) = 0 for some i; 
(c) 8% srn K”; 
(dj 8% F&E,; 
(ej 8#%. 
Proof. If 8% < -bttK with minimum norm n > 0 then by Theorem 5.4, 8% has 
K-order n and hence 0% G,.,, K,, or I?,,, 8% Srn K,,_l, 8% S,,., Kn_1. The implication 
(a) + (b) is evidently trivial. 
(b) -+ (c): If f,(O) = 0 for some i, then by Lemma 5.3 either @G: srn Kzk for some 
k, lSk+n] or 8%~,K,,+, for some k, 0 s k < [$(n - I)]; in either case 
8% s,,K,,# for some n’ s n and hence by Lemma 5.%(a) 8% smK,. 
(c) -+ (d): A.ssume 8% srn K,., ; since W&,K,_, a,jd 8% +.,, K,_, it follows from 
Lemma 6.1(c) that 8% 6, I?,,. 
(d) -+ (e): Assume 8% Sfm K,. Then 0% srn K,, and since 8% Srn K,,_, it follows 
from ‘Lemma 6.1(a) that P, 4 %. 
t,e) --3 (a): A ssume fl# %. If fi(0) = 1 for some e’, then K(O) = 0. But c corres- 
pondc to a btt-reduction <p of C 3 7 = 0% to K; hence since (b) * (e) it follows that 
$!l$ %’ and thus 8, E %, contrary to assumption. Mence f,(0) = 0 for all i. 
Thus among classes whose index sets are btt-reducible to K (but non-recursive) 
those which cio not contain 8 are exactly those for which the minimam-rlorm 
reductions are “O-preserving”. An easy consequence is the f<jllowIng: 
We note that Cnrclllary 6.3 actually holds under the weaker hypothesis 
es+k., this was shown i;m [5, Theorem 4.5j where a erect ch ..racterizafion 
was given for rildex sets 8% +. K for whic”rl Q! $ (6. 
By using Lemma 6.1(b) the following sharper result can 1~ oht:~int.~ct: 
1Ve note that tbra hypothesis of Co&a& 6.5 cannot be weakened to @Tg <,K 
(as was ihe case for Corollary 6.3), as shown by the following example: Let 
‘& = { W, : ‘W, P $4 and the least elemsnt of WX is ev-n) 
9 = f W, : W, Z 8 and the least element of WA is odd). 
Then N E c& and N & 9. That 0% +X and 058~ G& it asily seen from the fact 
that membership in 8%, 09 can be tested by asking finitely many questions of the 
form: Is W, =: pI? Coes ie W,? But t39 ~~9% since if we define 
then + m-reduces 8% to ~BJ and 09 :T 8% 
As an application of the “canbni&’ minimum norm reductions provided by 
Theorem ti.2. we sk.etch aproof of the following theorem, first proved by Morris 
VI. 
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TMwem 6.6 (Morris). If A is r.e. then (SC : Wt f’~ x # $3) sbtt K if and only if A is 
recursiw. 
P#u~~. The “if’” part is obvious. For the “only if” part, let I& denote {x : W, n 
J&J+ 8) and assume & +C -btt K with minimum (fixed) norm yt. If yk = 0 then H;i is 
recur&e which evidently implies A is recursive. Assume A is non- recursive; then 
n > 0 and by Theorem 6.2 HA srn K,, i.e., there is a recurSve function 
Q(X) = (Q*W, l l l : QAX)) 
sxh that 
Let #(K, y) be a recursive function such that 
W Nx. y\ = w, u(y) 
for all n, y and note that if y E A then 
Hence if y E A, the “reduction” q may be applied equivalently to x or to $(x, y). 
NOW if x E HA, then I{i : q,(X) E IQ\ is odd, hence 2 1 SO that (i : qi(x) E Y) # 8. If 
x$ HA we claim that (i : <pi($(Xy ::))c K} # $I for some y E A; if not, 
Y E x - WJl(r_ .y) n ji:F. $3 f, {i : Cpi(tf!?(X, y)) E K} # $4 
so that a& is r.e. and A is recursive, contrary to hypothesis. The “reduction” q 
may then be replaced by a “reduction” cp’ of smaller norm as follows: To compute 
q’(x), simultaneously enumerate K and 
and for each z E E,, z = (q, . . . , z,), look to see if Zi E K for some i. By the above, 
some swh Y must appear, and let z be the first such; if z = (z,, . . . , z,), let Zi be 
the first component appearing in K. Then if 
evickntly 
x C H;i ++ I{i : q:(x) E K}I is even 
c-) Q’(X) E f?,_-,. 
But this contradicts Theorem 5.4; hence A is recursive. 
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